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Our apologies, unfortunately, our website is currently unavailable in most European countries due to GDPR rules. Blog various writers Since the incredible debut of the record-breaking Banshee in April 2014, Warren County's world-renowned theme park, Kings Island, has left coaster crazy followers from around the
world eagerly awaiting its next coaster creation. In April 2017, this creation came to life in the form of Mystic Timbers, an exhilarating wooden coaster that sends its riders on a high-speed adventure through an abandoned, though not entirely uninhabited sawmill. Our bloggers had the amazing opportunity to be among the
first to ride a mysterious new coaster, and reviews in: Mystic Timbers, as epic an adventure as advertised! Kings Island Lifer: ScottHaving has lived literally in the shadow of Kings Island for over 20 years, I learned KI collection of coasters like the rear of my hand. In this case, I always look looking forward to whenever a
new trip is being raised in the park skyline. A huge fan of such wooden classics as Racer and the Beast, I was particularly excited by the prospect of Mystic Timbers. Having now finally ridden the long-awaited thrill ride, I'm happy to report that it easily exceeded all my expectations! For those who have visited Kings Island
in the past, I would like to describe Mystic Timbers as the perfect marriage between Beast and Adventure Express. It's hilly, lightning-fast and intense enough to thrill even the wildest of the craziest coasters, but also provides a smooth ride that is steeped in themed elements just like Adventure Express. Will I rank it
among the most barbershop rides in the park? Probably not. But it certainly makes for an awesome addition to KI's already iconic line of coasters, and will no doubt become a favorite among families with children due to its unique combination of high thrill highlights and smooth sailing track. As for the climax of the ride -
what creepy, harrowing shed have you've surely all heard of so far? You just have to learn 'what's in the shed' for yourself. Mystic Timbers at Kings Island Mason, Ohio theme park mom: Maryhello. My name is Mary. I'm a mom and coaster junkie! My family loves thrill rides and is lucky enough to ride many here in Ohio
and Florida. Mystic Timbers will no doubt be the new favorite. The flow and speed of the ride is excellent under the excited adventurous spirits, but better for younger children than perhaps The Beast, Diamondback, or Banshee. In fact, it is approved for 48 height and above in order for more families to enjoy it together. I
had the opportunity to go towards the front, the middle and the back. The front was smooth, of course, so it might be better for reluctant riders. The further back I sat, the wilder the ride felt (in a good way). The twists and turns were quick and cheerful. Employee compared a ski trip like you from side to side and tackle the
hill behind the hill. Who to who Your time in the shed, I would suggest sitting in the middle or back. And by the way, while I won't spoil the fun by showing that in the barn, I'll say that there's a logical explanation for why you can hear different stories from those who decide to reveal the secret (s) hidden inside. Coaster
Enthusiasts: JessicaI'm a pretty big roller coaster fan, and Mystic Timbers is definitely in my top five! When I approached the drive entrance, I was literally bouncing with excitement and I couldn't wait to get on and experience it! I wasn't disappointed. It was the hands down the smoothest wooden coaster that I've ever
ridden, and the speed was great! The top speed is only 53 mph, but feels much faster. On the shore the curves and airtime hills were located at the right moments, leading to an exhilarating experience. The first drop is definitely impressive (and make sure to look around as you climb the lift - the view can't beat!), and
descends with the speed and urgency that the ride maintains throughout the journey through the woods. I also loved zooming over the railroad tracks and White Water Canyon! Pro tip: Sit as far back as you can for the most immersive experience! Want to experience Mystic Timbers and all the epic Kings Island
attractions for yourself? Plan your visit to OhiosLargestPlayground.com today! Mystic TimbersMistek Timbers' lift hillKings IslandLocationKings IslandPark sectionRivertownCoordinates39'20'28N 84'16'07W / 39.3412'N 84.2686'W/ 39.3412; -84.2686Coordinates: 39'20'28N 84'16'07W / 39.3412'N 84.2686'W / 39.3412; -
84.2686-1-StatusOperatingSoft Opening Date April 13, 2017 (2017-04-13)Opening Date April 15, 2017 (2017-04-15)Cost $15,000,000GeneralType RateManufacturerGreat Coasters International In lift hillHeight109 feet (33 m)Drop98 feet (33 m) 30 m) Long3,265 feet (995 m)Speed53 mph (85
km/h)Inversions0Duration2:00Capacity1200 riders per hourHeight restriction48 in (122 cm)Trains3 trains with 12 wagons. Riders are located 2 across in a row with a total of 24 riders per train. WebsiteOfficial websiteMystic Timbers at RCDBPictures mystical woods at RCDB Mystic Timbers is a wooden roller coaster
located on Kings Island in Mason, Ohio. Built by Great Coasters International, the roller coaster opened in the Rivertown Park area on April 15, 2017. Mystic Timbers is the park's fourth wooden coaster, and its opening allowed Kings Island to regain its title with the most wooden roller coaster track of any amusement park
in the world with 18,804 feet (5,731 m). During his marketing campaign, the element of the finale ride in a closed shed was kept secret until the debut of the ride. In amusement Today's annual Golden Ticket, she was honored with the Best New Ride award in 2017. History Building a Wall in Rivertown - May 2016 Kings
Island Officials Launched hints during the 2016 operating season that teased the possibility of a new, future future In the Rivertown Park area, a construction wall was built with signs with signs with signs: Beware - watch the fall of trees. In June 2016, a set of plans called Kings Island Project 2017 was submitted to the
Mason Planning Council with projects for new roller coasters. Until then, early speculation from enthusiasts believed that another possibility was a larger log flam in addition to the nearby race for Charlie Brown's life attraction. Later that month, media in the area received an axe toy with an attached note alluding to activity
in Rivertown. The following month, another key surfaced, consisting of a blue pickup truck with a pack of logs at the back. It contained a note that the official announcement will take place in the park on the evening of July 28, 2016. On the night of the announcement, more than 1,000 park guests lined up two hours
before the evening to attend an evening event in the park. It turned out that the new attraction will be a roller coaster called Mystic Timbers. The new trip will be the park's sixteenth slide and the fourth wooden slide in general. At the end, Kings Island would reclaim the title, having the longest collection of wooden roller
coaster track in the world at 18,804 feet (5,731 m), combined with the other three wooden slides in the park - The Beast,- both tracks on Racer, and Woodstock Express. The entrance to the Mystic Timbers Logo attraction has also been opened, along with a simulated video of the POV trip. However, the simulation
stopped to reveal what happens when a train enters an enclosed shed near the end of the trip. Park officials said details of the final would not be disclosed until opening day. The level of anticipation around his debut put the Mystic Timbers on the U.S. top nine on the list of the most anticipated roller coaster of 2017. The
attraction opened unofficially to the press on April 13, 2017, allowing roller coaster enthusiasts and media representatives to ride early. The description of Mystic Timbers is related to the fictional logging company Miami River Lumber, which acquired the surrounding land for its timber. The company planned to use the
neighboring Kings Island and Miami Valley Railroad - a steam locomotive attraction park - to deliver wood out. However, an inexplicable series of events led to the closure of the company, as the land was taken over by unbridled natural growth. The attraction was designed and built by Great Coasters International, a
Pennsylvania-based company that specializes in the construction and restoration of wooden roller coasters. The 109-foot (33 m) Mystic Timbers is 3,265 feet (995 m) long and reaches a top speed of 53 miles per hour (85 km/h). It has a 98-foot (30m) drop and sixteen hills of airtime. Its three trains carry 24 passengers,
bringing a total capacity of about 1,200 passengers Hour. The roller coaster's location uses the terrain and interacts with both Kings Island and the Miami Valley Railroad and White Water Canyon attractions during its approximately two-minute cycle ride. The ride experience Of the ride begins with the train leaving the
station at which it makes an S-turn to the right, crossing the railway and then left before climbing the elevator hill. When latch on to the chain of the hill elevator, a pre-recorded voice punishes riders saying: Hey! Hey! I see you there! What do you think you're doing? It's security. Seriously, guys, you need to take this truck,
go home to your video games. This place is not safe. Cresting a 109-foot hill climb, the chain slows down again so that another pre-recorded voice can tell riders over loudspeakers: Whatever you do, don't go to the barn! At the top, the train makes a swooping 98-foot drop to the left before climbing another hill. On the
crest of this second hill, the train makes another left turn and crosses the lift before diving close to the ground and traveling through a number of ethereal hills. The track briefly enters the covered tunnel as it makes a left turn to change direction and return to the station. The reverse track runs basically parallel to the
outbound track until near the second drop, where it veers away to hit the brake run, coming to a stop outside the entrance to the shed. Shed After stopping on the brake run, a pre-recorded audio segment is heard. You can hear the guard say, Don't go to the barn. It's a no-go zone. The audio loops several times and
starts to glitch and skip, eventually changing to Go into the shed. The train slowly goes into the barn, which is only dimly illuminated by flickering overhead lamps and fluorescent lamps. After passing through the warehouse paths, the train comes to a stop about where the shed crosses the railway once again. In this room
you can see an assortment of saws, vines, leaves, a Coca-Cola vending machine and other items left by the workers. The cassette player has been playing music since the 1980s until a loud squeal is heard. Projection screens show one of the three random creatures, followed by a 90-degree turn to the right as the train
enters the station again. Bats: A large group of bats swoops on the train and then a giant that swarms in the middle of the screen. Snake: A huge snake appears on the screen and seems to take a biting lunge at the riders. Tree: First, a swarm of insects can be seen crawling on some branches of trees. Next, the giant
tree comes alive giving the illusion of grabbing the train as it passes by. Other FeaturesSource:10'12 Measuring Detail 98 feet (30 m) First drop of total length, called a profile length of 53.7 Angle First Drop 330,000 board ft Number of southern yellow pine lumber used to build a ride of 30,000 pounds Kg) The weight of
nails used in construction The number of bolts and pucks used by 5,500 cubic yards (4,200 m3) The number of concrete awards In 2017 Mystic Timbers was awarded Best New Ride Entertainment Today in its annual Golden Ticket Awards publication. Overall, it ranked eleventh among all wooden roller coasters. Golden
Tickets Awards: Best Wooden Roller coaster of the Year 2017 2018 2019 Ranking 11 14 11 15 10 16 Links Google Maps. Received on December 21, 2018. a b c d e Eric Schwarzberg (July 19, 2016). Kings Island provides the second key on the new trip. Dayton Daily News. Cox Media Group. Received on July 29,
2016. a b Eric Schwarzberg (July 29, 2016). Kings Island: 'Mystic Timbers' is one of two new attractions of 2017. Dayton Daily News. Cox Media Group. Received on July 29, 2016. a b c d e f Carol Motsinger (July 29, 2016). Kings Island shows off a new ride: Mystic Timbers. Cincinnati.com.Gannett Newspapers.



Received on July 29, 2016. Take a virtual ride to the new Kings Island coaster. Fox 19. Paradise Media. July 29, 2016. Received on July 29, 2016. b Fenno, Megan (February 16, 2017). The mystical Timbers of Kings Island gets national attention before the first trip. In the news magazine. Received on April 1, 2017.
Susan Glaser, April 13, 2017. Kings Island's new coaster, Mystic Timbers, thrills with stomach drop hills, surprise ending. A regular dealer. Received on April 14, 2017. b History of mystical timber. Kings Island. Cedar Fair Entertainment Corporation. Received on July 29, 2016. Marden, Dwayne. Mystical Timbers (Island
of Kings). DataBase roller coaster. Received on April 14, 2017. b Schwarzberg, Eric (April 13, 2017). 5 things to know about the new Kings Island roller coaster Mystic Timbers. In the news magazine. Received on April 14, 2017. a b c Mystic Timbers Forward POV - Kings Island - NEW 2017. The crew of the coaster.
Received on March 26, 2018. Mystical timbers are formed on Kings Island. Entertainment today. February 5, 2017. Received on April 14, 2017. Golden Edition 2017 (PDF). Entertainment today. 21 (6.2): 32. September 2017. Received on September 19, 2017. a b 2017 Top 50 wooden cup holders. Golden Ticket Award.
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